Program
Overview

US HISTORY INTERACTIVE

History Through Active Inquiry
Savvas US History Interactive asks students to question, inquire, and explore history from multiple perspectives.
It promotes deeper investigation and social-emotional learning and brings history to the present day. History is
more than the story of past events—it’s the story of people, their decisions, emotions, and viewpoints. US History
Interactive brings a modern lens to history based on the C3 Framework. It helps students become critical thinkers
with valuable inquiry skills for college, careers, and civic responsibility.

Inquiry-based lessons emphasize a blend of print and digital
multimedia. The print Student Edition has a magazine-style
layout to promote reading and visual literacy. A Primary
Source and Reading Guide workbook includes close reading
strategies for both the textbook and primary sources.
Use US History Interactive on the Savvas Realize™ platform
to access digital activites, videos, podcasts, and more.
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INQUIRY

Gather and Evaluate Evidence
Create an active learning environment with inquiry-based learning. US History Interactive is built on a
four-part inquiry learning model — connect, investigate, synthesize, and demonstrate.

Begin with a Quest!
Each topic opens with a Quest Topic Inquiry assignment to spark curiosity and
investigation. Students will participate in civic discussions, document-based writing assessments,
and project-based learning activities such as making websites or docudramas.
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Investigations for
All Students
Students will experience the story
of the past in different ways, from
different sources. Beyond the textbook,
students will engage with digital
interactives, videos, podcasts, speeches,
songs, and more. Strategies are integrated
at point of use in the Teacher Edition
to facilitate active learning.

►

Assess Student
Learning
Assess your students’ progress with
synthesis activities, remediated
quizzes, and more. Leveled topic tests
provide support for all learners.
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C O N N E C T I O N S T O T O D AY

Connect to Students’ Lives
Do students see themselves in the story? Make history relevant by
connecting past events to their present experiences. Pop culture, multimedia,
blogs, audio, and music create an emotional connection.

Spark inquiry for students
with an Essential Question for
each topic.
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Make history personal with
an exclusive NBC Learn™
My Story Video for students,
available on Realize.

Cultivate civic responsibility. At the
end of every topic, students
Take Action on what they’ve learned.

HOOK & INSPIRE

Open each topic with an intriguing
way to draw students in.
Go online to access Hook & Inspire!
Connections to Today, a teacher
resource website with frequently
updated content that ties
the past and the present together.
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CURRENT EVENTS

Stay Relevant
and Current

Current Events
for Each Topic
Examine a current events
story in every topic to stir debate
and dig into complex issues.

Listenwise® is a registered servicemark
of Listen Innovation Inc.
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US History Interactive helps students continually make connections
to real-world, compelling topics. Easily integrate current events
into your classroom with Listenwise® public radio stories. Access lesson
resources and podcasts that combine listening skills practice and
engaging content from across the curriculum.

Listen to the
Latest News
• Aligned to Topics
• Improve Listening and Literacy
Across the Curriculum
• Access to Daily
Public Radio Stories
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T E C H N O LO G Y

Interactive Digital Learning
Study the past through 21st century technology. Take history from the pages
of a textbook to a virtual walk through Manzanar.

Digital Interactives
Bring history to life with digital activities followed
by formative assessment questions.
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Purposeful Video
Flip your classroom with a video for
each lesson in the textbook.
Three-minute videos hosted by a
master teacher provide a preview or
review of lesson content.

Access all digital materials
on Savvas Realize™,
a powerful learning
management system that
works for you. Easily assign
content, grade students’
work, create customized
playlists, and more.

►
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PRIMARY SOURCES

Analyze Primary
Sources in Depth
Is she a credible witness? Is he a reliable source?
Primary sources are woven throughout
US History Interactive to help students piece
together the story and get at the truth.

See a Different Point of View
Comparing Viewpoints pairs primary sources
together around one event.
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Practice
Document-Based
Writing
Document-Based Writing Assessments
for each topic are found in the Primary
Source and Reading Guide workbook.

Primary Sources for
Every Student
Help all students access primary sources
with Interactive Primary Sources.
Embedded questions equip students to
think for themselves. Add in diverse
perspectives from the Project Imagine
Primary Source Library.

Primary Sources
for Your State
Connect primary sources to local
places. Find a list of all primary
sources organized by state to make
history relevant.
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PROJECT IMAGINE

Contextualize Learning
with Immersives
Students can experience key points in history through the eyes of the people who lived it.
Digital immersive activities create social-emotional learning experiences through primary sources.
Award-winning Project Imagine content is available through the online course.

Bring History
to Life
Project Imagine digital
immersives give you flexibility
to dive deeper into a topic:
• Immigration, 1870-1914
• The 1920s
• The Great Depression
and the New Deal
• World War II
• The Civil Rights Movement
• The Vietnam War
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Immersives
Keep Students
Engaged
Students are active participants
as they step into the past. Immersive
activities include opinion polls,
360-degree virtual explorations, role
plays, and more.

Create a Culturally
Responsive
Classroom
Project Imagine covers content
beyond the typical textbook –
students will see themselves in
history and learn about the
past through diverse perspectives.

Built on Primary
Sources
Hear history through the voices
of the past. Project Imagine
immersives include letters, newsreels,
songs, and artifacts that provide
multiple viewpoints.
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D I F F E R E N T I AT E D I N S T R U C T I O N

Support
All Learners
Empower all students
to access challenging content
by supporting them with
the skills they need to succeed.

Embedded
Reading Support
The magazine-style print Student Edition
won’t overwhelm students, and it
comes to life in the Realize Reader™ eText.
Read aloud audio and embedded
leveled lesson summaries support all
readers with challenging text.
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Two Levels of Support
On the Realize digital course, easily assign
lesson summaries at two different reading
levels, with read aloud audio available.
Spanish lesson summaries are also available.

Point-of-Use
Support
The wraparound Teacher
Edition provides you
with scaffolding tools when
you need it, including
differentiation instruction,
EL support, and more.
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ASSESSMENT

Assess Student Learning
Assess student knowledge in multiple ways for each lesson and topic,
including differentiated content.

Remediated
Lesson Quizzes
Each lesson ends with a
quiz to test students’
knowledge of the content.
Students will receive
personalized review strategies
based on their responses.
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Topic Review
A review guide at the end of each
topic pulls ideas together for
students. Students engage with
infographics, recap key information,
complete critical thinking
questions, and analyze a DBQ.

Topic Tests for Every Level
Three topic tests (Above Level, On Level,
and Below Level) are available in an editable
document, or assign to students directly
through Realize.
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Try the
Online Program
Savvas.com/us-history-interactive
US History Interactive is more than a textbook program – it’s your
one stop for engaging social studies content, assessments, and multimedia.
Find these exciting resources, and more, embedded within the program:
Digital Interactives
Lesson Videos
Hip Hop Songs
NBC Learn My Story Videos

•
•
•
•

Social Studies Core Concepts
21st Century Skill Tutorials
Editable Presentations
Landmark Supreme Court Cases
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Join the Conversation
@SavvasLearning

Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching
Blog.Savvas.com

